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A GENERALIZATION OF BOY'S THEOREM FOR SURFACES
IN EUCLIDEAN 3-SPACE
In memory of N. Kuiper and W. Boy
MAREK KOSSOWSKI
Presented by Vlastimil Dlab, FRSC
ABSTRACT.
In this paper we generalize Boy's Theorem concerning the
"curvatura Integra" of a singular surface in Euclidean space. As a consequence, we find that part of the extrinsic topology of the surface is determined by the first fundamented form.
RÉSUMÉ. Dans ce papier nous généralisons le théorème qui concerne
la "curvatura intégra" d'une surface singulière dans l'espace euclidien. Par
conséquent nous trouvons qu'une partie de la topologie extrinsique de la
surface est déterminé par la première forme fondamentale.

Let M be a C00 compeict orientable 2-mamfold without boundeiry and let
j : M -> E 3 be a C^-mapping into EucUdean 3-space. The differentied of j wiU
have maximed rank on the complement of a finite set of points W C M where we
assume j has Whitney singularities {i.e., eifter C^-chemges of local coordinates
atwGW,
and j{w) G E 3 , j can be represented by j{u,v) = {u,v2,uv)). We edso
assume that edl double points and triple points are transverse (i.e., if m ^ m',
^(m) = j{m') then m , m ' ^ W, T,(m)M n Tj(m')M is one-dimensional, and if
m T^ m' ^ m", j{m) = j{m') = j{m") then m,m',m"
$• W, and these three
tangent spaces intersect in the zero subspace). We denote the finite set of triple
points by T C M and call such maps W-ffeneric. Thus every point of the image
3{M) is locedly equivedent to one of the diagreims in Figure 1. Note that the
cardinality # W is even since curves of double points must terminate at Whitney
singularities. It foUows that j{M) is a CW-complex. Moreover, the 1-skeleton
consists of the self-intersection curves and the 0-skeleton consists of T U W.
The local Differential Geometry of Whitney singularities is counter-intuitive,
e.g., as m -¥ w G W, the normed vectors to the surface n m , fail to have a
Umit. Rather, there is a great circle of Umiting normals 5 ^ C S2. The Gauss
curvature K becomes unbounded as m —^ ty, emd the area 2-form dA veinishes
at points of W. We will assume that there exists a global C^-normed vector
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field n: M - W -> 5 2 . We then define the 2-form KdA by pulUng beick the area
2-form on S 2 . It foUows that the integred of KdA over M is weU defined emd
finite. (Compare Figure 2 where the j-image of a torus contedns a Môbius strip
and hence such a normal field does not exist.)
In 1975 Kuiper used height functions to show that

(!)

xm'^juKiA

for W-generic surfaces [9]. Now this appears to conflict with Boy's Theorem [2].

(2)

*-hLKdA+*wi2-

Due to the passage of time, it is difficult to understemd the statement emd
proof of Boy's Theorem. SpecificaUy, it is unclear if his hypothesis allows triple
points. Moreover, he appears to erroneously equate the Euler chareicteristics of
M and j(M). Recent work on another class of singular surfaces wiU clarify the
situation.
There is a class of singular C^-mappingsfc:M -> E 3 which admit a C^-global
normal mapping n:M -¥ S2. They have a natured notion of relative stability
(i.e., C^-perturbations must be taken within the set of C^-mappings admitting
a globed normal). The local classification of (relatively) stable singularities for
such mappings is referred to as Lagrangian, Legendrian, or front singidarities
depending upon the group of coordinate changes aUowed on R3. We wiU say a
mappingfc:Af -> E 3 is 1-resolvable if the product mapfcx n: M -+ E 3 x 5 2 into
the unit normal bundle has differentied with maximal remk, and stable if at every
singular point s G 5 C M, the mapping has differentied of remk 1, and is locaUy
equivalent to a Si or ^i.i singularity (1]. It foUows that 5 C M is a disjoint union
of closed curves marked with the finite set 51,1 C 5 of S^i-singularities. These
surfaces have a rich and tractable Differential Geometry [5], [6], [7], [8].
Such a mapping is generic 1-resolvable if the anedogous transverse double and
triple point conditions are imposed onfc:M - 5 -> E 3 . SpecificaUy there are no
triple points in the singular set 5 offc.In this setting, every point of the image
fc(M) is locaUy equivalent to one of the diagrams in Figure 3, and fc(M) is a
CW-complex. For this class of surfaces Izumiya and Marar have shown that
(3)

xiHM)) -#T=

X(M) + #5i,i/2.

For our purposes the key observation is that the ima^e of a 5i,i-singuleu:ity
is locedly homeomorphic to the image of a Whitney singularity (i.e., a curve of
transverse double points has a limit point at the Whitney or 5i,i-point respectively; see Figure 4). If we triangulatefc(M)so that: the set of O-simpUcies include
aU of the Siti and T-points; the 1-simpUcies include edl of the curves of double
points then x(fc(M)) = u - e H- /; see the example below.
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Because W and cSi^-singularities have locedly homeomorphic images, it foUows
that (3) edso holds for W-generic surfaces. Now combining (1) with (3) we have
the following generedization of Boy's Theorem.
3
THEOREM. Let j : M -> E be W-generic. Then
(4)

xiJiM)) -#T=±-

f KdA + #W/2.

tn JM

Observe a conceptual resonance between the above and Gauss' "Theorem
egregium" : the left-hemd-side is extrinsic shape information which is determined
by the first fundeunented form {M,j'{ , ) = I).
EXAMPLE. Consider the W-generic 2-sphere given in Figure 5 emd which contains one triple point and two Whitney singuleirities. By Kuiper's Theorem, the
integred of the curvature is xiS2) = 2 and by the simpUcied decomposition depicted in Figure 6 we have x(j(M)) =v-e + f = A, and (4) is verified.

Figure 1
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Figure 4
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Figure 5

A GENERALIZATION OF BOY'S THEOREM

V= 8

e = 19
/ = 15

t; = 3
e = 15
/ = 11

t; = l
e=5
/ =5

XiJiM)) = (8 + 3 + 1) - (19 + 15 + 5) + 15 + U + 5 = 4
x(i(M))-#r = 4 - l = 3
X(M)

+^ = 2 +f
Figure 6
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SALEM NUMBERS, PV NUMBERS AND SPECTRAL RADII
OF COXETER TRANSFORMATIONS
PIROSKA LAKATOS
Presented by Vlastimil Dlab, FRSC
RéSUMé. Dans [MRS], une méthode est donnée pour construire des
nombres de Salem et des PV-nombres. Il est montré que les plus grandes
valeurs propres d'étoiles exceptionnelles (qui sont appelées étoiles sauvages
en théorie des représentations) déterminent des nombres de Salem, Nous
généralisons cette construction dans le cas appelé des étoiles sauvages généralisées et nous montrons que les nombres de Salem ainsi obtenus sont
les rayons spectraux des transformations de Coxeter correspondantes. Cela
nous donne un ensemble de nombres de Salem plus grand que celui précédemment obtenu mais qui est cependant un sous-ensemble propre de l'ensemble des nombres de Salem. Nous montrons également que les limites
des rayons spectraux d'étoiles sont des PV-nombres, un fait annoncé dans
[MRS].

1. Introduction. A reed edgebraic integer a > 1 is called a PV (PisotVijayeuraghavan) number if edl of its other conjugates Ue inside the unit circle.
Furthermore, a real algebraic integer a is cedled a Salem number if aU its other
conjugates Ue inside or on the unit circle with at least one conjugate on the unit
circle. The monic irreducible polynomial over Q having a Sedem number as a zero
is called a Salem polynomied. Denote by T the set of edl Sedem numbers.
A stor is a (finite) tree (with simple edges) which has a unique branching
vertex io (caUed the centre of the star). Here, introduce a more general type
of connected graphs without loops which have agedn exactly one vertex io of
(arbitreiry) degree d > 3 and every other vertex of degree < 2, i.e., we edlow
edso proper cycles (excluding loops) having one of the vertices the vertex io. We
call such a graph a generalized star. A generedized star is cedled wild if one of
the eigenvedues of its adjacency matrix is greater than 2, i.e., if it is neither of
Dynkin nor of Euclidean type.
Sedem [S] has shown that each PV number is the limit of Sedem numbers.
McKee, Rowlinson and Smyth have constructed in [MRS] a set of Sedem numbers
and showed that their limits form a proper closed subset of the set of all PV
Received by the editors September 5, 2000.
Research partially supported by Hungarian NFSR grant no.T029525 and by NSERC of
Canada grant no. A-7257.
AMS subject classification: Primary: 11R06; secondary: 05C05, 20F55, 0SC50.
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numbers. These Salem numbers have been also constructed independently in
[Ll]. Here, we shaU prove that the related PV numbers eure limits of spectred
radii of Coxeter transformations of wild steirs. Furthermore, we shedl construct a
set of Salem numbers which contains the set presented in [MRS] emd [Ll] as a
proper subset.
Let A be a finite non-oriented connected graph (multiple edges eure not allowed); let {1,2,... ,n} be the set of its vertices. The spectrum Spec(A) of A is
the set of the eigenvedues of the adjacency matrix A = A(A) = (ay ) of A; here
Oij is the number of edges between the vertices i emd j , and thus A is em integral
symmetric matrix. Denote the spectral radius of A (i.e., the largest eigenvalue of
A) by p(A). Let fl be such em orientation of the graph A that the oriented graph
does not have an oriented cycle and C = Cn(A):Cn -> C n the corresponding
Coxeter transformation. Recedl that the matrix $ = $n(A) of C with respect to
the standard basis cem be written as $ = —C~1Ct, where C = Cn(A) = (cy) is
an integred n x n matrix with c^ equed to the number of paths from the vertex j
to the vertex i in 17(A). The cheiracteristic polynomial of $ is called the Coxeter
polynomial of C. The spectrum Spec(C) is the set of edl eigenvedues of $ emd the
spectral radius of C is
p(Cn(A)) = max{|A| : A G Spec(Cn(A))}It is weU-known (see [C]) that the chareicteristic polynomial of the Coxeter tremsformation is reciprocal and does not depend on the orientation of the tree. This
aUows us to speak about the Coxeter polynomial of a (non-oriented) tree without fixing a concrete orientation. In this paper we shedl edways assume that the
graphs are equipped with bipartite orientation, i.e., every vertex is either a sink
or a source. Although such a bipartite orientation is not unique, the spectrum
of a Coxeter transformation is independent of a particular choice of it (see e.g.
[DR]).
2. Stars, Salem and PV numbers. Denote by
^ = &\Pi,P2,...,P.,Cqi.C,a

C, r ]

a wUd generedized star consisting of s arms of lengths Pi,P2,---,Ps and r cycles
with 9i, 92i • • • 19r vertices. Suppose, that each cycle has em even number of vertices. Thus n = 52i=i Pi + 5Z*=i qj — r + 1 is the number of vertices of A. Let
fi be a bipartite orientation of A emd denote by p(C[p1,p2,...,pi,,c,1,c,I2,...,(?„.]) and
by X]pi,...,p.,cq ,c, ,...,c,rl the spectral radius and the characteristic polynomied
of (*(^iZ-Z..c'1.cJ...c,rlh
respectively.
The foUowing theorem wiU be repeatedly used in the course of our eirguments.
THEOREM [C]. Let A be a graph and Çl{A) its bipartite orientation. Then the
following statements hold:
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a) Given 0 # A 6 C then X + A -1 G Spec(A) if and only if X2 G Spec(Cn(A))b) Spec(Cn(A)) Ç 5 1 U R+, where 5 1 = {A e C : |A| = 1}.
c) If A is not Dynkin, then there exists a real number A > 1 such that p( A) =
A-I-A-1 andp(C(n(A))) — ^2- Moreover, A is Euclidean if and only ifX = 1.
Prom this statement it foUows that the reciprocal polynomial of a tree introduced in [MRS] is identiced to the Coxeter polynomial of the seime tree.
The smedlest known Salem number T is one of degree 10 which was discovered
by Lehmer in 1933. In fact, r ~ 1.17628-•• is the spectred radius pCCp^.e])
and limm_>0Op(C(ii2,m])(~ 1.3241 • • •) is equal to the real zero of the polynomied
x3—x—l, which happens to be also the smallest PV number. Moreover r is a lower
bound of the spectred radii of Coxeter tremsformation of wUd trees. Indeed, if the
tree A is neither of Dynkin nor of EucUdean type, then P(CA) > T ~ 1.17628 • • •
{cf. [D]).

In our terminology, CoroUary 9 in [MRS] states that the set of spectral radu
of Coxeter transformations on wild steurs eire Salem numbers. In this way, the
spectral theory of Coxeter transformations has a close connection to number
theory.
Our main result is the following theorem.
THEOREM 1. Let fi(A) be a bipartite orientation of a wild generedized star
A with even cycles. The spectral radius of the Coxeter transformation defined by
n(A) is a Salem number. Denote by T' the set of all Salem numbers obtained
this way. Furthermore, denote by T" the set of all spectral radii of Coxeter transformations on wild stars. Then T" CT' CT.
PROOF. Let A = A ^ p ^ . . . ^ ^ ^
^ j be a wild generaUzed star with
central vertex io. Since A has no cycle with odd number of edges there is, by
Theorem [C], a one-to-one correspondence between the elements of the spectrum
of the graph A and the elements of the spectrum of the Coxeter transformation corresponding to the bipartite orientation. Denote by A' the graph obtained
from A by removing the vertex io (and edl adjacent edges). Since all the connected components of A' are linear, the eigenvalues AJ, 1 < i < n — 1, of A'
are in the interved [—2,2] and the corresponding eigenvalues pj of the Coxeter
transformation eire on the unit circle.
Reordering the eigenvedues by their size and using the interlacing theorem of
the Frobenius-Perron theory we have

Ai > Al > Aa > A^ > • • •,
emd thus
Pi > pi > P2 > Pa ^ • • • •
The inequedity Ai < 2 implies |pi| < 1 emd jpaj < 1, which was needed to prove
the first statement of the theorem.
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It is weU-known that T' ^ T. For exeimple, the Sedem number pi listed in [Bl]
emd defined by the reciproced polynomial x 1 0 — x 6 — x 5 - x 4 + 1 is not in the set
T'.
To complete the proof, we are going to show that there is an element p G
T'\T". Denote by p the leirgest reed zero of the non-cyclotomic irreducible feictor
of the Coxeter polynomied x = X(2,c33] corresponding to the wUd generaUzed star
Ap.Csa]- Using the Maple softweire and the package given in [B], we have
Xix) = (x + l ) ( x 2 + l)(x 4 - l)(x 8 + l)(x 1 8 - x 1 7 - a;16 - x 2 - x + 1)
emd p ~ 1.68491. By [Ll] the wUd stars with degree > 4 of the centre have
spectral radu > 2 if they are not Ai = A^.i.i.i). Since X[2,i,i,i](x) = (x 2 -|-x-l-l) •
(x 4 — x 3 — x — 1), we have to check only the spectral radu of the wild stars
with degree 3 of their centre. Since the spectred reidius of a subgraph is smaUer
or equal than the spectred radius of a graph emd since Umm-^oop^i^,,,,]) =
Umm-^oo pi2,2,ml < P (see [L2]) and ^(^2,3,4]) ~ 1-6574 < p < pp.a.s] ~ 1.6935,
we conclude that p e.T' and p ^ T".
•
By Theorem [C], it turns out that eeich Sedem polynomial f{x) obtained by
Theorem 1 has exactly two real zeros. Denote by g{x) the non-cyclotomic irreducible monic feictor (over Q) of / ( x ) with a reed zero. The Kronecker theorem
states that the zeros of a monic polynomied (with integer coefficients) with absolute value one are roots of unity. Thus the only irreducible non-cyclotomic feictor
of f{x) is g{x).
1. 77te Coxeter polynomial of a bipartite wild generalized star
with even cycles has exactly two real zeros and one irreducible non-cyclotomic
factor.
COROLLARY

Let us point out that the Coxeter polynomial of a tree which is not a wild star
may have more them two real zeros emd more than one irreducible non-cyclotomic
factor.
The foUowing statement appears in the proof of Theorem 1 of [MRS]. Here,
we present an independent proof.
For j G N, let
i+l

Vi{x) =
J

1

— = x* + x*-1 + - • • + x 2 + x + 1 and uo(x) = 1,t;_i(x) = 0.
x—1

T H E O R E M 2. For s > A; > 0 (s > 2), let po{t),pi{t),...,pk{t)

(t G N) be

increasing sequences of positive integers (i.e., limt-K» pi{t) = 00, i = 0,1,...
andPk+i,Pk+2, -•-,?« positive integers. Then
{A[po(t),pi(t)1p2(t)

is o sequence of wild stars and

pfc(t),pfc+i

p.] I < e N}

,k)
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(i) r) = Umt_>ooP(C(p0(t),p1(t),p3(f),...,pfc(f),pfc+1,...,p.]) is o root of the equation
.=fc+i

-"W

(ii) T) is a PV number.
P R O O F . By Theorem 1 of [MRS] the only roots of equation (1) are a certain
PV number and its conjugates.
We remark that the limit in (i) exists, since the spectral radius of the Coxeter
tremsformation of a proper subgraph of a graph is not greater them that of the
graph, i.e., the spectral radii form a monotone increasing emd bounded sequence.
To proceed with our proof, we will make use of the foUowing:
LEMMA {cf. LEMMA 2.3 OF [L2]). Let Fi be a finite connected tree which
is not of Dynkin type and vi one of its vertices of degree one. Denote by FQ the
tree obtained from Fi by removing vi (and the respective edge). Furthermore, for
m>2, denote by r m the tree obtained from r m _ i by adding an edge vm-i
vm.
Then using an orientation fl ofTm, we have limm_>ooP(Cn(rm)) = ^o» where xo
is the largest positive real root of the polynomial XTi {X) — XToix)-

We eire going to prove (i) by induction with respect to k. First let /c = 0, i.e.,
we have a sequence of wUd steirs with s + 1 arms of lengths po(*)iPi,P2) • • • )PaBy [B], the wUd stars A ^ p , ^ . . . ^ ] satisfy
(2)

XIPO-P.

*](*)=n w*) (^+D - ^ E
i=o

\

Vpi-lix)

VTS
v x

i=o

^i

Now, making use of the Lemma, we get that the spectred radius tends to the
leirgest positive root of the polynomial

x[i.p. p.)(x) - xt. P.I(X) = x2 n

Vpi(x)

i=i

fi - è
V

i=i

v

-^jé)

vpiKX)

thus, for A: = 0 the statement (i) holds.
Assume that (i) is true for k-1, i.e., Um^oo p(C[po(O.P,(t).pï(t)
= 0!pfc and apfc is a root of the equation
a (x)-l

Y"^-1^)

fe 1

~

Let
Vpiix)
Upi

v B
fix)=i-Yi=k+l
- iT-k-

x'

;
)

p»-,^),?*

p.))
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It is easy to check the identity
(3)

^ ^

+

= ^

^ ) -

Now set pfc = Pfc(*) and suppose that a is the PV root of the equation f{x) = 0
and apk ( = Qip^t)) is the PV root of the equation ffpfc(x) = 0. Let Opk and Ppfc
be the circle and the disc with radius ^
about a > 1. By the definition of a,
the polynomial / ( x ) has no zero on Opk. Hence
nun | / ( x ) | > 0 .

xeOPk

Since Um^oo

ai,p\a)

= 0 for x > 1 we have

|/(x)| > :
r-rr,
\xvpk{x)\

if x e Op t and t is large enough.

Using Rouche's theorem and (3), we get that gpk{x) and / ( x ) have the same
number of zeros in Dpk.
Clearly, if t -^ oo, then apk -¥ a. Thus, by induction on k, the proof of (i) is
completed.
Finedly by Theorem [C] c), the spectral radii of Coxeter tremsformation of wUd
stars are > 1, and therefore ?; > 1. By (i) and Theorem 1 of [MRS], TJ must be
identiced with the PV root a of f{x).
•
COROLLARY 2.

//

ri(t) = { A ^ ( ^ ( t ) p.(t).m-il I * € N} ond
r2(i) = {A [ p 0 (t),m,m,...,mil*eN}
•'
«
'
«-times

ore sequences of wild stars with limt-x» Pi W = oo fi = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , s; s > 2), then
(i)
V •= fo^piCrut)) =

toaptCr-,^)),

(ii)
s-1

<r] < s.

PROOF, (i) follows from Theorem 2, since the polynomieds
1

_ Vm.2{x) _
Vm-lix)

S_-l
X

andl

_stWl(x))
Vm{X)

which determine the limit of spectral radii of Fi and r2, have the same real zeros
as the polynomial F{x) = xm-{sl)xm-1
(s - l)x - (s - 1).
We have F(x) > 0 if x > s(> 2) and F{s - 1) < 0, hence (ii) holds.
•
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REMARK 1. The list of trees with spectral radius of the Coxeter transformation less than the 'golden ratio' ^ ^ is known (see [CDS]). These are aU trees.
Therefore, not each smedl Salem number is a vedue of spectred radius of Coxeter
tremsformation of some bipartite graph. Moreover, using the results of [CDS] one
may check that there eire only 6 graphs, the wild generedized stars Aii^.g], &[i,2,7],
^[1,2,8]. A ^ . g ) , A^a.io] and A^^^j whose spectred radii are less them 1.3.
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GENERALIZED ALBANESE VARIETIES OF
ROSENLICHT-LANG-SERRE
NIRANJAN RAMACHANDRAN
Presented by M. Ram Murty, FRSC
ABSTRACT.
In this note, we link the generalized Albanese variety (of
Rosenlicht-Lang-Serre) of a smooth variety over afieldof characteristic zero
with its De Rham cohomology. This is done by means of one-motives (in
the sense of Deligne).

0. Introduction. Let A: be afieldof characteristic zero. J.-P. Serre has generedized the constructions of M. RosenUcht emd S. Lang by defining the "generedized
Albanese veiriety" G of any veiriety X. This group variety G is a semiabelian variety; as such, it can be interpreted as a 1-motive (in the sense of P. DeUgne [2,
Section 10]), which we denote by Mi{X). Its dual 1-motive is denoted M1{X).
The purpose of this note is to prove:
1. Let X be a smooth variety. The De Rham realization of M1{X)
is naturally isomorphic to the De Rham cohomology group HjR{X) of X.
THEOREM

The proof is based on results of Serre emd DeUgne. A. WeU was the first to
observe the connection between semiabeUan veirieties and differentied forms (of
the third kind) [20].
NOTATIONS. We denote by 5 the scheme Spec k; by S, Spec ^ of an algebraic
closure of k. Let G denote the Gedois group offcover fc. For any scheme V over
5, V denotes the base change of V to 5. A semiabelian veiriety is a commutative
group veiriety G which is an extension of em abeliem variety A by a torus T; it
defines an exact sequence

0-> T-> G-> A-> 0
where edl the maps eure homomorphisms of algebraic groups; one can interpret G
as defining a class \G] in the group Ext 1 (A,r) of extensions of A by T (in the
category of commutative edgebredc groups) [19].
A 1-motive M := [B A G] consists of a G-module B (the underlying abeUan
group is finitely generated emd torsion-free), a semiabelian variety G and u is a
homomorphism of G-modules.
Received by the editors June 8, 2000.
Supported by NSF and the Alfred P. Sloan Doctoral Dissertation Fellowship, 1995-96.
AMS subject classification: llGxx, 14C25, 14C30, 14F99.
© Royal Society of Canada 2001.
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1. G e n e r a l i z e d A l b a n e s e variety.
1.1. Existence. The generalized Albanese variety of X (defined by Serre) can be
described by means of its universed property. Consider maps f:X-ïP
where
P is a torsor under a semiabelian veiriety B; the veirieties B, P, and the map /
are supposed to be defined over fc. The "generalized Albanese variety" G of -X" is
the universed object for such morphisms. Neimely, there exists a map u:X -* L
where L is a torsor under G such that any map / as above feictors as fu in a
unique way. Here f:L-*Pis
supposed to be a morphism of torsors, i.e., there
exists a map h:G -* B such that / is compatible with the actions of G emd B
and the map h.
In [17], Serre shows that every veuriety V admits a universed morphism (over
fc) to a semiabeUem variety G (this veiriety is defined over fc) and the method of
descent as in [19, pp. 102-107] assures the existence of a universed map (defined
over fc) to a torsor L under the universal semiabeUan veiriety G. This semiabeUan
veiriety G is the "generalized Albanese" of V. For a smooth projective variety V,
this is none other than the classical Albemese veiriety Alb(V).
EXAMPLE 2. Let X be a normed integred curve. There is a unique normed
projective curve X' containing X as an open dense subscheme; let R he the
closed complement of X in X'. The semiabelian variety G is the generalized
Jeicobian of RosenUcht [16] of X' corresponding to the modulus R [18, p. 4].
The "generalized Albanese" is evidently a covariant functor.
1.2. Explicit construction. Since the characteristic offcis zero, any smooth variety X can be reedized as the complement of a divisor E (with normal crossings) in
a smooth emd projective veiriety X' (Hironaka's resolution of singuleirities). When
such a presentation of X is chosen. Serre [18] provides an explicit construction
of the "generedized Albemese veuiety" G of X .
Let w{E) the set of connected components of ExsS or, what is the same, the
set of irreducible components of È. Given a set W, one defines the abelian group
ZVir to be the group of integer vedued functions on W, i.e., Zw := Maps(W,Z).
For a finite set W, the groups Z{W) and Zw are naturally dual as abeUan groups.
There is a divisor class map from the G-module Zw(-E^ to the Néron-Severi
group NS{X') of X'
(1)

b:Zw{B) ^ NS{X')

r^[0(r)]

which sends a divisor to the class of the invertible sheaf 0{r); this is a Gequivariant map.
Let / denote the kernel of the morphism 6. Under the natured duality between
ZW(E) and Ziw{E)), the group / is dual to the subgroup of divisors of X' xs S,
supported on E xs S, which are algebredcedly equivedent to zero. Consequently,
both these groups eu-e of the seime rank. Denote by v the natural map from I to
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the Picard veiriety Pic(X/) of X'; this is also a map of G-modules. This determines
a 1-motive [2, Section 10.1] M 1 ^ ) := [J 4 Pic(A'')]. The dual 1-motive Mi{X)
[2, Section 10.2] is of the form [0 -4 H]; the semiabeUan variety H is identified
in the next theorem.
THEOREM 3 (J.-P. SERRE). The semiabelian variety H is naturally isomorphic to the generalized Albanese variety G of X [18].

Let A := AXb{X') be the Albanese veunety of X'. A consequence of Theorem 3
is that the kernel of the natured map G ^ A is the torus T := Hom(/, G m )
[18]. Another coroUary is the following: G is isogenous (resp. isomorphic) to the
product AxT if and only if the image of the map v is torsion (resp. zero). Note
that G being isogenous (resp. isomorphic) to the product A X5 T is equivalent
to the class [G] G Ext 1 (A,T) being torsion (resp. finite).
REMARK 4. Whenfc= C, the "generalized Albanese variety" G of X can be
generaUzed (!) further to the "higher Albanese manifolds" Alhm{X) [7], [15], [8];
it is true that Alb^X) = G is edgebraic but the higher Alhm{X) (m > 1) are
not.

2. De Rham cohomology. We now consider the link with De Rham cohomology of X. We may assume that X is connected. We have the universed
maps:
X ^k L

Ii
X> ^

u\
V,

where L (resp. L') are the torsors under G (resp. A), whose existence is assured
by Serre.
Denote by fï^logi?) the sheaf of one-forms on X' which are regular on X
and are edlowed only logarithmic poles on E. The group (vector space over fc)
of global sections H 0 (X'; îî^logi?)) consists of the classical differential forms
of the third kind (reguleir on X and at most logarithmic singidarities along E);
there is a natural inclusion ^ ( . X ^ n ^ l o g E ) ) ^ H0{X;Q}X).
Recall that the De Rham cohomology groups H^R{V) of any smooth variety V
(of dimension n) eire, by definition, the hypercohomology groups of the De Rham
complex of V:

(2)

[cv4nî.4...4îty].

For emy group variety N, let us write UN to denote the cotangent speice at the
identity element of N; it is dual to the Lie algebra Lie N of N. Let us define wx,
as the global one-forms on L invariant under the natural eu:tion of G; one may
identify it with U>G- SimUarly, one may define WL- and identify it with UAThe key to the proof of Theorem 1 is the foUowing {cf. [20]).
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THEOREM 5 ( S E R R E ) . With notations as above, pullback via ux furnishes an
isomorphism of wi = UJG with H0{X';Çlx,{\ogE))
(both regarded as subspaces
ofH^X;^)).
PROOF.

See [18].

•

3. A n e x a m p l e . An important example is given by the (smooth) modular
curve XQ{N) (of level N) and its smooth compeictification X'Q{N). The Picard
variety of X'0{N) is none other them the Jacobian Jo (AT) of X'0{N). The group
/ in this context is generated by the cusps. The map v is the Abel-Jacobi map
into the Jacobian JQ{N). The foUowing theorem is quite useful in the theory of
moduleir forms [3, Section 7].
THEOREM 6 ( M A N I N - D R I N F E L D [13]). The image of the cusps (under the
Abel-Jacobi map v) in Jo{N) is torsion.
A Hodge-theoretic proof of this theorem cem be found in [4]. The cusp forms of
weight two and level N are the globed one-forms on XQ{N) and the corresponding
Eisenstein series eure the differentied forms of the third kind (with logarithmic
poles along the cusps) on XQ{N); the previous theorem aUows one to split off the
Eisenstein series off the moduleir forms. For more detedls, we refer to [3, Section 7]
and [1]. Generalizations of the previous theorem may be found in [12], [6], and
[11]; note that the exact order of the image of v (which is torsion = finite) is of
great arithmetic importance (see, for instance. Chapters 5 and 6 of [12]).
QUESTION. Does Theorem 6 admit a generedization to other Shimura varieties?
4. P r o o f of T h e o r e m 1. The De Rham cohomology groups of X axe naturally isomorphic to the hypercohomology groups of the logarithmic De Rham
complex on X' [2, Section 3]:

Sî*x,{\ogE): [Ox- ^ n^(logE) 4 • - -Q*?x{logE)],

(3)
(4)

W'iX';n'x,{logE)) ^ HSR{X).

This implies that H^R{X)

can be decomposed as foUows [5]:

0 —» H^X'&UlogE))

rî

0 —,

H0{X';n^)

—^ H^X)

J']
- + H^X')

—^ Hl{X';Ox')

—> 0

||
—^ H>{X';Ox-) —^ 0,

where the verticed inclusion defines the weight filtration emd the horizontal inclusion defines the Hodge filtration on HlR{X).
Just for the proof, we abbreviate M'l{X') by M' := [0 -> Pic(X / )] and M1{X)
by M := [7 4 Pic(X')]. Let us examine the construction of T d ^ M ) [2, 10.1.7,
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p. 58]: The sheaf on S/pp/ defined by the functor £xt1{M, Ga) is representable by
Cie G', where G' := Ext1 {M, G m ) (here G' is a semiabeUan veiriety). By the WeilBarsotti theorem [14], £:xt1(Pic(X'),Gm) = A. Therefore, £xtl{M',Ga) = Lie A.
There is em exact sequence:
0 -^ Hom(J,G„) -4 Ext 1 (M,G 0 ) -> Ext1{M',Ga) -4 0.

(5)

The 1-motive [0 -+ G'] is, by definition, dued to M; by Theorem 3, we may
identify G' as G. Thus the exact sequence (5) may be identified with:
(6)

0 -> Lie T -4 Lie G -> Lie A -+ 0.

Considering the dual exact sequence, and using (Lie G)* = UQ (the dued
fc-vector space is indicated by *), we get the commutative diagram
0 —^ Ext^M'.Ga)' —»• Ext^M.G.)* —+ Hom(J,Ga) —> 0
0

>

a

UiA

a

U

—^

G

a

—^

WT

> 0-

DeUgne [2, Section 10.1] defines Tdii(M) to be the push out in the diagram:
0 —> Ext^M'.Ga)' —»• IdRiM')

i

i

0 —^ Ext^M.Ga)' —^ TdR(M).
Using the diagram on the Lie edgebras induced by the previous diagram, we
obtain that TdR(M) is the push out of the inclusions UA '-+ UG and WA '-+
TdR(M').
One has T ^ M ' ) 4 H}R{X') [9, II 3.11], [10, pp. 46-47] which is compatible
with the isomorphism UA 4 . f f ^ X ' ; ^ , ) . Combining this with Lemma 5 and
the commutative diagram immediately before (5), we obtain a map TdB(M) -4
H%R{X) by the universal nature of TdR(M); this map is easily seen to be em
isomorphism by the above discussion.
•
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INTEGER POINTS NEAR HYPERELLIPTIC CURVES
M A M A N VÂJÂITU A N D ALEXANDRU ZAHARESCU
Presented by M. Ram Murty, FRSC

RéSUMé. On se propose de décrire une manière de construire des points
entiers près d'une courbe algébrique et d'appliquer cette méthode dans le
cas des courbes hyperelliptiques définies par
Y2 = X 2<J+1 + P{X),
où P{X) = aoK* + • • • + aj est un polynôme à coefficients réels. Dans le
cas où ao est rationel ces points entiers sont encore plus près de la courbe
que prévu.

1. Introduction. Let G be an edgebraic curve given by an equation
f{X, Y) = 0 where f{X, V) is a polynomied with real coefficients, irreducible
over R. Assuming G has genus > 1, by a classical result of Siegel it foUows that
there are only finitely memy integer points on G. It is expected however that
when the set G(R) of reed points of G is imbounded there are infinitely many
integer points "close" to the curve G. In this paper we present a method which
can be used to produce such integer points. It turns out that for a certedn class
of hypereUiptic curves, the method works unexpectedly well. To be precise, let
P{X) be a polynomial of degree d and let G be the curve given by the equation:
(1)

Y2 = X2d+1 + P{X).

For almost edl such polynomials P{X) the polynomial X2d+1 + P{X) will have
distinct roots emd G wiU be a hypereUiptic curve of genus d. Let 0(G) 6 RU{—oo}
be the lower bound of those 0 e R for which the inequality:
\Y2 - X2d+l - P{X)\ < Xe
has infinitely many integer solutions. If we let X € Z, X -> oo and choose Y GZ
such that \Y-y/X2d+1+P{X)\
is smallest, then clearly \Y2-X2d+1-P{X)\
«;
Xd+i which shows that for any such C one has 0(G) < d + 1/2. Reasoning heuristicedly, we would expect that when X takes the vedues 1,2,...,iV
some of the fractional parts {X/X2<f+1 +P{X)} are as smedl as 1/N, or l/N1'6
say. By choosing Y as before we wiU have integer points {X,Y) for which
Received by the editors February 8, 2001.
AMS subject classification: 11J25, 11D75, 11J54.
© Royal Society of Canada 2001.
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\Y2 - X2d+l - P{X)\
above one has:
(2)

< Xd-i+E.

85

This leads us to expect that for any G as
e{c)<d--.

A stemdeird method to produce small freictioned parts is to estabUsh upper bounds
for certain exponential sums. More precisely, the Erdos-T\iran inequedity relates
the discrepancy of a finite set of points U = {un; 1 <n < N} C [0,1] to upper
bounds for exponential sums of the form
N

Sm{U) = Yeimun),

(3)

m = 1,2,...

n=l

where e{t) = e2"'* (see Montgomery [6, Ch. 1]). The method has been successfully applied to produce small fractional parts of polynomieds (see Schmidt [8] emd
Baker [1]), in other words to produce integer points close to a curve Y = P{X)
where P{X) is a polynomial with real coefficients. In genered when using exponential sums one hopes to obtedn "square root cemceUation" in the sums 5 m ( t / ) :
(4)

\SmiU)\ « £

N^mN)*

which would create a squeire root saving in the discrepancy. Thus assuming (4)
in our case, i.e., when u n = {y/n2d+1 + P(n)} we would obtain 0(G) < d which
is right in the middle between the trivial upper bound 0(G) < d + 1/2 and the
expected upper bound 0(G) < d — 1/2. In order to break the squeure root barrier
one needs to come up with a new method. This is done in [10] in the case of
fractioned peirts of a n 2 , where a G R, i.e., in the case of integer points close to
the parabola Y = aX2. The curves given by (1) form another class of algebraic
curves for which we can break the square root barrier.
1. Let P{X) G R[X], d e g P = d > 1 and let C be the curve given
by the equation (1). Then one has:
THEOREM

In case the leading coefficient of P{X) is rationed we have the following surprising inequaUty, which is sheirper them (2):
2. Let P{X) G R p f ], d e g P = d > 1 such that its leading coefficient is rational and let C be the curve given by the equation (1). Then
THEOREM

One may wonder how Theorem 2 above interferes with some weU known conjectures in this eirea. Let us consider the case of em eUiptic curve E defined over
Q, given by the equation:
Y2 = Xz + aX + b.
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Assume first that a = 0. A conjecture of Hedl [4] asserts that if x, y eure positive
integers such that fc = x 3 — y2 is nonzero, then y/x < C\k\ for some absolute
constant G. In this form the conjecture might be too strong. In all the cases
investigated by Gebel, Pethô emd Zimmer [3] the above inequedity holds true
with G = 5, but recently Elkies [2] found the example
58538865167812233 - 4478849284284020423079182 = 1641843
for which \/x/\x3 — y2\ = 46.60... . Lang [5] writes Hall's conjecture in the
weeiker form jfcj » e x^~l, which is then a specied case of the weU known ABC
conjecture of Masser emd Oesterlé [7]. AU the integer points close to the curve
provided by our method in the peurticuleir case a = 0 Ue on the rational curve
Y2 = Xz, therefore our result does not disprove Hall's conjecture. In case o ^ 0
our result is related to the exceptional set in Vojta's Genered Conjecture [9].
Although this conjecture does not provide any nontrivied lower bound for d{E),
it describes the nature of the set of integer points unusuaUy close to E. More
precisely from Vojta's Conjecture it follows that the integer points exceptionally
close to E provided by our method eure forced to Ue on the union of a finite set
of rationed curves. It turns out that this is indeed the case. For example, when E
is given by em equation of the form
r 2 = A-3-i-A--i-6
we have the foUowing parametrization for the integer points provided by our
method which are responsible for the inequality 0(2?) < | given by Theorem 2:
(X = ^ + 2t2

\ y = t9 + 3t5 + f.
This parametrization was discovered earlier by Stark (see Lemg [5]). Besides
Vojta's Conjecture we also mention a conjecture of HaU-Lang-Stark (see Lang [5]
and Vojta [9]) which is relevant to our discussion. The conjecture states that if
£ is an eUiptic curve given by an equation
Y2=Xa

+ aX + b

with a and 6 integers then for any integer point {X, Y) which Ues on E one has:
|A'|« E max(H 3 ,(6| 2 )t+ e .
Lang originedly posed the conjecture with em unknown exponent, then Steurk
suggested on probabilistic grounds that the exponent should be | . This would
imply that 9{E) > ^ . However, this conjecture was disproved by Elkies, who
provided the foUowing parametrization:
qy2 = xz +ax + b,
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where a = 33, 6 = -18(8t-l), q = 9t 2 -10t-|-3, x = 324t 4 -360t 3 -l-216t 2 -84t+15
and y = 36(54t5 - 60t4 + 45t3 - 21t2 + 6t - 1 ) . Here one rescales to say (a, 6, x) =
(4a, 8b, 2x), and then solve the Pell equation 2q = z2, which has infinitely many
solutions. Thus for instance if we let E be the eUiptic curve given by the equation
y2 = x 3 + 132x
then we find that 9{E) < \. Returning to the case of a general d, we mention
that for d > 2 the seime phenomenon appears emd Vojta's Genered Conjecture
is not disproved by our result. We wiU see that edl the integer points provided
by our method which are exceptionally close to a given hypereUiptic curve G
lie on the seime rational curve. Moreover, we can find a peireimetrization for this
rationed curve. Therefore the method enables us to find concrete curves which are
exceptioned from the point of view of Vojta's Conjecture. For example let d = 2
emd P(-?0 monic. So C is given by an equation of the form:
Y2 = X5 + X2 + aX + b.
Then we have the following parametrization which produces integer points exceptionedly close to G:
(")

i'

16*10 _ 8/4
9 ''
a1
"1 -v _ 1024^25 _ 1280/19 . 160/13 _ 40/7 _ 5 /
243 ^
81 ^ " r 9 ^
9 ^
O1-

The points {X,Y) given by (6) are responsible for the inequality (5) which in
this case states that 0(G) < | . We end the Introduction with an example in case
d = 3. Let G be given by the equation:
Y2=Xr

+ X3 + aX2 + bX + c.

Then our exceptioned curve responsible for the inequality 0(G) < y- stated in (5)
has the foUowing peureunetrization:

{

X = f|t14 + ft6
V1 _ 2097152*49 i 1835008*41
, 114688*33 , 14336/25 . 441*17 _ 56/9 , J4*
~ 78125 '' ^ 15625 l
"'" 625 ^ "^ 125 l ^ 25 ^
25^ ^ IO "

2. The method. We shedl apply the method to the class of hypereUiptic
curves described in the introduction, edthough in principle it can be used to
provide integer points close to more genered edgebredc curves G defined over R.
The method consists of the following steps:
STEP 1. C and / being given, the equation f{X,Y) = 0 defines implicitly
K as a function Yj of X. One needs to find integer vedues for X such that the
fractioned part of Yf{X) is small. We teike this edgebraic function Yf{X) and look
at its expansion at oo. Then truncate it by considering the first fc terms of this
expansion, where fc is to be chosen later in order to optimize the fined result.
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2. If oo is a bremch point for Yf{X) with loced uniformizer X1/1 so that
the above expansion is a power series in X1/1 then write X in the form X = ul+v
where u and v wiU later be edlowed to assume integer vedues only. Here we force
v to be smedler them a certain power of u say |t;| < u1, where 7 > 0 is to be
determined later in order to optimize thefinedresult. Next, express each term of
the form Xm/1 as a series involving u and v and then truncate each such series.
STEP

STEP

3. We eure left with a finite sum of the form:
Ycm,rumvr,
m,r

and want to find u and v such that the fractional peirt of this sum is smedl. Here
m emd r are integers and r assumes only positive values. The terms cmirumvr for
which Cm,r is rational and m is positive can be removed, in the sense that they
can be meide to be integers by restricting the values of tt and v to some arithmetic
progressions.
STEP 4. We now come to the heart of our method: restricting u and v to have
almost the same prime factors, with suitable exponents, one may arrange that
some terms of the form umvr with m < 0 emd c™,,. rationed are edso integers.
STEP 5. Use diophemtine approximation techniques to kiU some of the biggest
remaining terms. Alternatively, one may use techniques based on exponential
sums in this last step.

3. Proof of Theorems 1 and 2. We foUow the above Steps 1-5. Let us
start with the proof of Theorem 2. Let P{X) = aoXd + ai X d ~ 1 -\
\-ad with
0 ^ ao e Q and a i , . . . ,ad G R emd let G be the curve given by (1). As in Step 1
above we have:
Yf{X) = {X2d+1+a0Xd + --- + ad)t=Xd+* +

^X-i+O{X-%).

The theorem will be proved if we show that the inequaUty

(7)

\\xd+X'+^X-i\\«£X-$&+'

holds true for infinitely many positive integers X, where ||.|| stands for the distance to the nearest integer. FoUowing Step 2 we spUt np X as X = u2 + v,
where u,v G N. Here v is bounded by u1 where 0 < 7 < 1 is a reed number
whose precise value will be given later. Since X œ u2, what we need to show is
that one has
{u2 + v)d+i+^{uao
2 + vr^
< < E U - ^ + £
~2
for infinitely memy pedrs {u, v) GN2. We have:
'«!+»)-» = i - ^ + o ( l )
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and

{u2 + v)d+î = n2d+1 {l + Y

c viu 2i

i ~ )

n>l

where for any t, ^ is a nonzero rational number. Let now e > 0 be smedl and
v <C£ u 1 - ^ ! ^ .

(8)

The exponent of u in the RHS of (8) will be our 7. We see that:
2d+l

Yfin) = u2d+1 + Y
t=i

CiJu™-2*1 + ^-+ O e ( n - ^ ? + ( 2 d + 2 ) e ) .
&u

As for Step 3, we teike u to be a multiple of the common denominator A of
the numbers Cj, 1 < t < 2d. Write v = Avi with Vi G N. Then the numbers
Cit;*u2d_2'+1 with 1 < i < d are integers emd thefractionedpart {Yf{X)} reduces
to:
2d

{Yf{X)}=

fi

civiu2d-2i+l

+ C2d+iv2d+1u-2d-1 + ^

Oe{u-£8+V'l+2*)-

+

i=d+l

Step 4: We will arrange our u and v such that edl the numbers
(9)

t;îu 2 d - 2 i + 1 ,

d-|-l<t<2d

eure integers. Then we remain in Step 5 with:

do)

{VAX)} = { ^ ^

+ 1+O e {u-*m«

2d

^)} .

Now the point is that since OQ G Q ' one can kiU the first two terms in the RHS
of (10) by arremging u and v such that

This cem be done by taking u = rw2d+1, v = rAw2d where
2A 2 ''+ic 2 d + i ^ ^
and w GN*. Moreover, by choosing w such that t i ; r d - m + 1 is an integer for any
1 < m < d, the relations (8), (9), (11) wiU hold true. We now let u; -> 00 subject
to the above conditions. Then the corresponding X = u2 + v wiU satisfy (7) emd
the theorem is proved.
In order to prove Theorem 1 we proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2 until
we get to Step 5 above. Here we can not arrange to have (11) if ao is irrational.
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In this case what we do is the following. We tedce the convergents -^ to the
continued fraction of OQ and for eeich n we replace oo by ^ in (11). Next, we
choose w = Wn GN* as small as possible such that (9) and (11) hold true. It is
easy to see that the wanted wn wiU be a certain small multiple of gn. This wn
produces a pair (u n ,u„) which gives us further an integer point {Xn,Yn). Using
the inequaUty |ao - s"-j < i in (11) we see that the RHS of (11) is «: — ^ Now
qn w wn, w2d+1 « tt,,, u 2 « Xn and we find that {Yf{Xn)} < XÛ*" 5 3 ^. This
gives 0(G) < d - zs+ï which completes the proof of Theorem 1.
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AN INVARIANT FOR ACTIONS OF R ON UHF C*-ALGEBRAS
A N D R E W J. D E A N
Presented by G. A. Elliott, FRSC

ABSTRACT.
An invariant is introduced which classifies, up to equivariemt isomorphism, the C -dynamical systems (A, a) of the following form:
A is a UHF algebra, and a is an action of R on A that leaves invariemt a
sequence of full matrix subalgebras of A each of which contains the unit of
A and whose union is dense in A.

1. Introduction. The classification theory of inductive limit type eictions of
a compact group is alreeidy weU underway, cf. [1], [3], [4], [5], and [6]. The purpose
of this note is to (hopefully) initiate the parallel development of a theory of
inductive Umit type actions of R. In the compeict case, the proofs have foUowed the
pattern of classification theorems for G*-edgebras—neimely, they are intertwining
arguments based on K-theory. We shall also use an intertwining argument, but
with em invariant that combines K-theoretic and spectred data. The inveuriemt is
defined and the intertwining eirgument presented in Section 2 below. The only
steps which require some work are showing that the invariemt is continuous with
respect to the inductive Umit process, emd the uniqueness theorem.
2. Product-type Actions on a U H F Algebra. We begin by introducing
some terminology. Let A be a UHF algebra emd a an action of the reeds on A.
We say that a is of product type if there exists a sequence {An)^-1 of fuU matrix
subedgebras of A such that 1 € Ai, A n C A n + i for aU n, at{An) = An for edl n
and t, and A = U^Li An. In edl of our G'-dynamiced systems the group will be
the reeds, so we simply write (A, a) for such a system, where a is em eiction of K on
A. We shedl write (A, a) = {B, /3) for the statement that there is an equivariant
isomorphism from A to B. We shaU write A" for the fixed-point subalgebra of A
under the action a.
The following two definitions give us our invariant.
D E F I N I T I O N 2.1. Let A be a full matrix algebra and let a be an action of the
reeds on A. Then there exists a unique self-eidjoint element h G A such that the
following three conditions hold: the derivation Sih defined by Sih{x) = t[ft, x] is
the infinitesimal generator of a, h is positive, emd the smaUest eigenvedue of h is
zero. Let (n + 1 ) 2 be the dimension of A. Then the eigenvalues of h counted with
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multipUcity may be written 0,01,02,...,a n where 0 < Oi < ••• < a,,. Denote
by s(A, a) the n-tuple (ai,..., On) G Kn. This n-tuple is clearly an isomorphism
inveuriant of the dynamiced system (A, a), and chareicterises it up to equivariant
isomorphism.
DEFINITION 2.2. Let A be either a UHF algebra or a fuU matrix algebra, and
let a be an eiction of the reals on A. Define a set S{A, a) Ç U ^ R n by

„, . ,
f , „ . , S is a full matrix algebra, 1
S{A,a) = {s{B,a\B)
BJ '
1 e B ç A^a^B)^
This definition gives a functor from the category of UHF emd fuU matrix
G*-dyneiiniced systems with imitai injective equivariant «-homomorphisms to the
category of subsets of U ^ R n with inclusions. Note that in the case of a fuU
matrix algebra A, S {A, a) is completely determined by s{A,a).
THEOREM 2.3 (THE MAIN RESULT). Let A and B be UHF algebras and
let a and (3 be product type actions of the reals on A and B respectively. If
S{A,a) = S{B,@), then (A,o) S {B,p).
PROOF. The proof foUows the familiar pattern of inductive limit classification
theorems. Let A, B, a, and /? be as in the statement of the theorem and let
( A n ) ^ ! emd {Bn)^=i be sequences of subedgebras of A and B respectively such
that 1 G Ai, An G A n + i for all n, each An is a fuU matrix algebra, at(A n ) = An
for edl n emd t, A = U^Li -^n, and the B n 's have simUar properties with respect
to B and /?. Denote by a n and /?„ the restrictions of a and /? to An and Bn
respectively. Then what we have is a pair of diagrams of dynamiced systems as
foUows:

le(Ai,ai)

—^ (Ai,a2)

—> (As.as)

—> ••• —•

{A,a)

1G{B1,PI)

—> {82,02)

—^ (Bs.jSs)

-4

{B,P).

...

—>

By Lemma 2.4 below, we have that 5(A,a) = U^L 1 5(A n ,a n ) and simUarly
S{B,I3) = L£Li S{Bn,pn). Since S{A,a) = S{B,P), our observation above teUs
us that for some n, s(Ai,ai) € S{Bn,pn), and therefore 5(Ai,ai) Ç S{Bn,0n).
Arguing the seune way with {Bn,0„) in place of (AI,Q:I) we find an n2 > n such
that S{Bn,P„) C S{Ana,an3). After passing to subsequences and relabelling we
get a diagram,
^(A^ai)

—> 5(A 2 ,a 2 )

—*S{A3,a3)

S{Bi,Pi)

—^ S{B2,P2) —^ S{B3,03)

—>-...—).

S{A,a)

—>...—>

S{B,P),

where edl of the arrows eure inclusions of sets. Using Lemma 2.5 below, we may
Uft these inclusions to united injective equivariant «-homomorphisms between the
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subalgebras. This gives us a diagram,
(Ai.oi)

—•

I X
{Bi,Pi)

(A2,a2)

i

—> (Ba.ft)

—• (A3,a3)

/

—»• ••• —*

i

{A,a)

i

—^ (B3,/33) — • • • • — •

{B,P),

in which the triangles do not necessarily commute. FinaUy, we use Lemma 2.6
below to adjust the vertical maps, proceeding left to right through the diagram,
to arrive at a diagram
(Ai,ai)

—•

i X
{Bi,pi)

(A2,a2) —» ^3,0:3)

—• ••• —•

îi

i / i

—> {BM

—> {B3,(h)

(A,a)

->•••—>

{B,P)

in which edl of the triangles commute. As is weU known, cf. [2], such a commutative diagram gives rise to a pair of inverse «-isomorphisms between A and B.
In the present case, since the maps in the diagram eure all equivariant, the limit
maps are equivariant isomorphisms.
2.4 (PULLING BACK THE INVARIANT). Let A be a UHF algebra, a a
one parameter automorphism group on A, and {A^^Li a sequence of full matrix
subalgebras of A such that 1 S Ai, An C A n + i for all n, at(A n ) = An for all n
and t, and A = U~ 1 An. Then S{A,a) = U~ =1 5(A n ,aU n ).
LEMMA

PROOF. Let A, An, and a be as in the statement of the theorem. Let B be
a fuU matrix subalgebra of A such that IGB and at{B) Ç B for edl t. We shedl
show that for some sufficiently large n, s{B,a\B) G 5(A n ,a|A n )Let Pn denote the canonical treice preserving conditioned expectation from
A onto An. Then, as maps from A to A, the sequence (P n ) converges to the
identity in the point-norm topology. We first show that, as a map from B to
An, Pn is equivariemt. Let {ey} be a system of matrix units for B consisting
of eigenoperators for a|B, and let {/jr} be a similar system for A n . We express
A as An (2) {A'n n A), where we identify fir with /jr ® 1. Then every element x
of B can be written in the form £), r fir <8> zir. and Pn{x) = J2i,r fir ® T{xir)l,
where r denotes the treice. Suppose x is an eigenoperator with eigenvalue a, i.e.,
at(x) = e2*iatx, and consider {fu ® l)x(/ r r ® 1) = fir ® xj r . Since (/« ® 1) and
{frr ® 1) are fixed by a, either / j r ® xj r is 0, or it is an eigenoperator with the
same eigenvalue as x. Assume that it is not zero. Then since / j r ® 1 is an eigenoperator, emd fir ® Xjr is an eigenoperator, we conclude that 1 ® xj r is em eigenoperator. If its eigenvalue is not zero, then its treice is zero and art(in(/ir€toir)) =
0 = Pni^tifir ® x/ r )). If its eigenvedue is zero, i.e., if it is fixed, then
Pniatiflr®xir)) = Pn((af (/ir))®xj r ) = (at(//r))®r(xj r )l = at(P„(/jr(8)Xi7.)).
Adding up the pieces we see that at (Pn(x)) = Pn (o!t(x)) for emy eigenoperator x.
Since every element of B is a sum of eigenoperators, we get our desired conclusion.
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(Note that for the kind of action we are considering the sums of eigenoperators
are clearly dense, so we have in feict shown that P n is equivariemt on edl of A.)
We now set about finding a unital invariant subedgebra of some An with the
same inveuriemt as B. Choose n large enough to have ||Pn(eij) - eij|| smedl for
j = l,...,k, where B = Mfc, and "small" just means small enough for each of the
successive approximations below to work out. From above we know that Pn(eij)
is an eigenoperator with the same eigenvalue as eij and that |Pn(eij)| is therefore
in the fixed point subedgebra of a. Define a function q by

Then since |Pn(eij)| is norm close to the projection ejj, we have that q is continuous on the spectrum of |P n (eij)|. Furthermore, if we let qj denote 9(|Pn(eij)|),
we see that |||Pn(eij)| — qj\\ is small emd that qj is a projection in An that is
Murray-von Neumann equivalent to Cjj in the fixed point subedgebra of a. Let
Uij|Pn(eij)| be the polar decomposition of P n (eij) in A n , and consider the peirtial
isometry Wj := vijqj. For each j , Wj is em eigenoperator with the seime eigenvedue
as eij, w^Wj is norm close to Cjj, and WjWj is norm close to e n . Our only problem is that they, the w's, do not, a priori, have the seime range projection and
orthogoned support projections. (If they did, they would generate a subedgebra
of An meeting edl our needs.) We now proceed to fix this without changing the
eigenvalues.
Let Zu = WiWi. Then since zn and u^tfl are two projections in A" that
are norm close to each other, they eure Murray-von Neumann equivedent in A°.
Let R2 be a peirtial isometry in A" such that ^ ( u ^ u ^ ) - ^ = z n . The cutdown
{1—zii){w2W2){l—zii) is norm close to being a projection in (l-zii)A"(l—211),
soit is norm close to a projection, call it pi, in ( l - 2 i i ) A ° ( l - , z i i ) . Furthermore,
102^2 is norm close to this projection pi, so they eure Murray-von Neumemn
equivalent in A°. Let S2 be a peirtial isometry in A" such that S2S2 = ^ 2 ^ 2
and 5252 = pi- Let 212 = R2U12S2. Then 212212 = -^u, Zi2zi2 = Pi, which is
orthogonal to 211, emd 212 is an eigenoperator with the same eigenvalue as u;2
and 612. Proceeding in this way we may produce 211,212,..., zik such that eeich
2ij is a partial isometry in A n , 21 j is em eigenoperator with the same eigenvalue
as eij, 21^-2^ = 2ii, and X)i=i ^ j ^ i j = 1 (it is a projection norm close to
Y^j=i ejj — 1). Thus the 2's form the first row of a system of matrix units for
a fuU matrix subalgebra of A n , caU it G, having the same unit as A. It is clear
that s(G, a | c ) = s(B, a j s ) , so we eure done.
LEMMA 2.5 (EXISTENCE L E M M A ) . Let (A, a) and (B,/3) be two full matrix
C*-dynamical systems such that S{B,P) Ç S {A, a). Then there exists a unital
equivariant *-homomorphism from B into A.

PROOF. This is immediate from the definition of S.
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LEMMA 2.6 (UNIQUENESS L E M M A ) . Let A, B, and C befall matrix algebras,
a, P, and 7 actions of the reals on them, and let 6:A -ï C, ip:A -ï B, and
ip-.B—tC be unital injective equivariant *-homomorphisms. Then there exists a
unital injective equivariant *-homomorphism tji'-.B -* C such that ip' ocp = 9.

To prove this we shall make use of the foUowing lemma.
LEMMA 2.7 ( U N I Q U E FACTORIZATION L E M M A ) . Let Ai, A2, B, and C be full
matrix algebras with 0 1, 02, P, and 7 actions of the reals on them. If (Ai, a i ) =
(A2,02) and (Ai ® B , a i ® j9) S {A2 ® C, a2 ® 7) then (B, P) S (G, 7).

P R O O F . Let At, A2, B , G, a i , «2, P, and 7 be as in the statement of the

Lemma 2.7. Let hi be the unique positive element of Ai with smaUest eigenvedue
zero such that 6^ is the infinitesimal generator of « i , and let h2, Hi, and H2 be
the emedogous elements for Q2, P, and 7, respectively. Then /ii ® 1 + 1 ® B i is a
HamUtonian for ai®P and /i2®l-l-l®B2 is one for a®p. Let ai,...,ak
be the
eigenvalues of hi listed with multiplicities in increasing order. Since ( A i , a i ) =
(A2,«2)1 the Ust for /12 is the seme. Let bi,...,bi and c i , . . . ,cj be the Usts for
Hi and H2 respectively. Then the eigenvalues of fti ® 1 + 1 ® B i , listed with
multipUcity but not necessarily in order, are aj + bm, l<j<k,l<m<l,
and
those for /i2 ® 1 + 1 ® B2 are aj + Cm, 1 < j < fc, 1 < m < 1. Since ai = 0 = 61,
we see that /ii ® 1 + 1 ® B i is the unique positive Hamiltonian for ai<S)p with
smallest eigenvedue zero, and similarly /i2®l-l-l®B2 is the analogous element for
0:2 ® 7. Since (Ai ® B, a i ® /?) = (A2 ® G, 02 ® 7) the two Usts above must be the
same. This impUes that they have the same leirgest element, so aj. + fy = a t + cj
emd therefore 6j = cj. Striking out the elements aj + bi = aj + ci,l <j < k from
both Usts, we see that the remedning sets are stiU the seune, so we must have
a t + bi-i = ak + ci-i, etc. We conclude bm = Cm, for 1 < m < I and therefore
(B,/3)S(G,7).
P R O O F O F LEMMA 2.6. Using the notation in the statement of the lemma,

let Di = 0(A), D2 = {i>o v)(A), Bi = Bi n G, E2 = D'2n G, ai = 7|e(/i),
«2 = 7U„(A), ei = 71E,, and 62 = 7 | E 2 . We have (Bi ® B i , a i ® e i ) ^ (G,7) ^
(B2 ® B2,a2 ® £2) and ( B i , a i ) = (B2,a2), so by the lemma above (Bi,ei) =
(B2, £2). Let F = tp{A), G = F'nB,f
= P\F, and g = P\G- Then (B, p) may be
identified with ( P ® G , / ® f f ) , emd under this identification ip maps (1®G, 1®^)
equivariemtly into (1 ® B2,1 ® 62). By the isomorphism noted above there is a
sub-G*-dynamical system of (Bi,ei) isomorphic to (G,^). Call this sub-system
{G',g') and let a he an equivariemt isomorphism from G to G'. Define the map
ip' as follows:
0 ' ( a ® 6 ) = ^ ( v - ^ a ) ) ®cr(6) 6 B i ® Bi,
where a G F and g G G. Then clearly ip' is a imitai injective equivariant *homomorphism such that ip' o(p = 6.
Finedly, a Uttle theorem that shows how the answer to one obvious question
can be reeid off from the invariant.
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THEOREM 2.8. Let \\ -1|„ denote the box norm on R n , i.e., \\{ai,..., a n )|| n =
sup{|ai|,..., \an\}. Let (A, a) be a C*-dynamical system with A a UHF algebra
and a a product-type action of R. Tften a is inner if and only if
sup{||a||n | a G S{A,a)nRn,nG

N} < oo.

PROOF. Let (An) be a sequence of oi-inveiriant fuU matrix subalgebras of A
containing the unit of A and whose union is dense. Let S denote the infinitesimal
generator of a and (Jn the infinitesimed generator of a|J4n. Then [^(A^an)!^ <
||<înil < 2||s(An,an)||fc, wherefc+ 1 is the size of the matrix algebra A n . If the
supremum in the statement of the theorem is finite, then (||^n||)^Li is a bounded
sequence, so J is bounded and by CoroUary 2.5.8 in [7] a is inner. Conversely, if
S is inner, it is bounded, so that sup{||a||n | a e 5(A,a) n l n , n GN}< \\ô\\.
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